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CHAPTER-1 
Formal Letter | How To Write a Formal Letter? Template, Samples, 

 
Formal Letter Format in English: A formal letter is one written in an orderly and 
conventional language and follows a specific stipulated format. These letters are written for 
official purposes only, such as writing a letter to the manager, to the HR manager, to an 
employee, to the Principal of the college or school, to a teacher, etc. But we do not use 
formal letters for personal use such as writing them to our family, relatives or friends. 
 
Formal letter writing format requires some specific rules and conventions. Also, the 
language of the letters should be very professional. The format here will help in relaying the 
content of the letter in a formal way. An example of a formal letter is writing a resignation 
letter to the manager of the company, stating the reason for resignation in the same letter. 
 
Usually, these formal letters are written in English in private companies. But, in India, many 
companies, especially government firms, accept formal letters written in the Hindi language. 
In fact, the formal letter formats are also taught to the students in schools so that they 
would be able to write the letters for any particular situation to their teachers and 
principals. Read on to find more about the formal letter example and formal letter writing 
samples, for example of a formal letter. 
 
Get Other Types of Letter Writing like Formal, Informal and Different Types of Letter Writing 
Samples. 
 
How to Write a Formal Letter? 
To write a formal letter follow the below-given tips: 
 
Address or greet the concerned person properly like Dear Sir/Madam 
Always mention the subject of writing the letter 
Be concise in your letter. Write the reason for writing the letter in the first paragraph itself. 
Do not stretch the letter too much. 
The tone of the letter should be very polite and not harsh 
Write in a proper format and take care of the presentation of a letter 
Mention the address and date correctly. 
Mention the name and designation of the recipient correctly 
The closing of the letter should be with gratitude. Use “Thank you” for consideration of the 
letter and then at last mention “Yours sincerely or truly” along with your name and 
signature. 
Formal Letter Writing Topics 
There could be many reasons to write a formal letter meaning. They are: 
 
Sick Leave Application 
Leave Application for Marriage 



Leave application for maternity 
Resignation letter 
Appointment letter 
Job offer letter 
Complaint letter 
Business letter 
Formal Letter Format 
The general format of a formal letter structure is given below: 
 
Formal Resignation Letter 
A resignation letter is a formal letter which an employee writes to his manager if he wants 
to quit his job for any particular reason. Here is a format to write a resignation letter 
 
Formal Resignation Letter Format 
 
Formal Letter Sample 
A formal letter sample is provided here, which is written to the editor of a newspaper, 
mentioning the issue faced by them and which has to be highlighted in the newspaper to 
draw the attention of the concerned authorities. 
 
Formal Letter Sample 
 
Formal Invitation Letter 
An invitation letter is written to invite anyone for a particular occasion. Some format letter 
examples are invitation by junior to their senior in college for a farewell, by a company to 
attend the office annual day, invitation to attend the meeting or a conference, etc. Here is 
format to write the formal invitation letter. 
 
Formal Invitation Letter 
 
Difference Between Formal and Informal Letter Format 
Formal Letter Informal Letter 
It is written in a formal way or a professional way It can be casual also 
It is an official announcement by a person or a firm It is non-official 
The format of the letter should be followed There is no particular format 
They are written for official reasons They are written for personal reasons 
FAQ’s on Formal Letter 
Question 1. 
What is a formal letter? 
 
Answer: 
A formal letter is one written in an orderly and conventional language and follows a specific 
stipulated format. These letters are written for official purposes only, such as writing a letter 
to the manager, to the HR manager, to an employee, to the Principal of the college or 
school, to a teacher, etc. 
 
Question 2. 



What is the resignation letter? 
 
Answer: 
A resignation letter is a formal letter which an employee writes to his manager if he wants 
to quit his job for any particular reason. 
 
Question3. 
What are the types of formal letters? 
 
Answer: 
 
Business Letters 
Official Letters 
Appointment Letters 
Experience Letter 
Offer Letter 
Social letter 
Circular letter 
Leave Letter 
Resignation letter 
Invitation letter 
Complaint Letter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER-2 
Tense 

 
Rules for Tenses in English Grammar with Examples 
Rules of Tenses help one understand how to correctly use the different tenses in a sentence, 
without making a grammatical mistake and also by easily indicating when an event or action 
has occurred. 
 
Aspirants who are willing to apply for the various Government exams 2021 must go through 
these tenses rules carefully, as the English language is a part of the syllabus for most of 
these exams.  
 
Tenses can be divided into three parts: 
 
Present Tense 
Past Tense 
Future Tense 
Each of the three above mentioned tenses can further be divided into subparts. These 
subparts include: 
 
Simple 
Continuous 
Perfect 
Perfect Continuous 
In this article, we shall discuss in detail the tenses rules for the above-mentioned types of 
verb tenses, followed by examples to explain them clearly. 
 
Present Tense 
Present Tense can be defined as an expression for an activity that is currently in action or is 
habitually performed. It is used for a state that generally exists or is currently ongoing. 
 
Simple Present 
Simple Present Tense 
Singular Plural 
Rule: Subject + V1 + s/es + Object Rule: Subject + V1 + Object 
Example: The girl sings a song 
Here the subject is Girl (singular) and “s” has been added to the verb (sing), followed by the 
object (song) 
 
Example: The girls sing a song 
Here the subject is Girls (plural) and no changes have been made with V1 (first form of verb) 
and the object 
 
Present Continuous 
Present Continuous Tense 
Rule: Subject + is/am/are + V1 + ing + object 



Example: She is eating food 
Here the subject is She, followed by “is” 
 
The first form of verb (V1) here is “eat” and “ing” has been added to it, followed by the 
object “food” 
 
Present Perfect  
Present Perfect Tense 
Singular Plural 
Rule: Subject + has + V3 + Object Rule: Subject + have + V3 + Object 
Example: He has cleaned the utensils 
Here, “He” is the subject + has 
 
“Cleaned” is the third form of verb and utensils is the object 
 
Example: They have cleaned the utensils 
Here, “They” is the subject + have 
 
“Cleaned” is the third form of verb and utensils is the object 
 
Present Perfect Continuous Tense 
Present Perfect Continuous Tense 
Singular Plural 
Rule: Subject + has been + V1 + ing + Object Rule: Subject + have been + V1 + ing + Object 
Example: She has been practising since morning 
Here “She” is the subject + has been, followed by “ing” added to the the first form of verb 
“practise” and then the object 
 
Example: They have been practising since morning 
Here “They” is the subject + have been, followed by “ing” added to the the first form of verb 
“practise” and then the object 
 
Given below are a few examples that may help you differentiate between the four sub parts 
of present tense easily: 
 
Raj speaks German (Simple Present for Singular) 
They speak German (Simple Present for Plural) 
She is speaking German (Present Continuous) 
He has learnt German (Present Perfect for Singular) 
They have learnt German (Present Perfect for Plural) 
She has been learning German (Present Perfect Continuous for Singular) 
They have been learning German (Present Perfect Continuous for Plural) 
Also, go through the concepts and sample questions of important English topics such as : 
 
Rules and List of Conjunctions 
Active And Passive Voice Rules 
List of Homophones/Homonyms 



List of Synonyms and Antonyms 
List of Prefix and Suffix with examples 
Idioms And Phrases 
More such articles on the rule, lists and concepts can be found on the General English For 
Competitive exams. 
 
 
 
 
 
Past Tense 
Any event or action that took place in the past can be referred to as the past tense. Below 
we have discussed in detail the four sub parts of past tense in English grammar.  
 
Simple Past  
Simple Past Tense 
Rule: Subject + V2 + Object 
For example: He ran away 
Here, the subject is “He” and “ran” is the second form of verb (V2) of “run” followed by the 
object 
 
Past Continuous  
Past Continuous Tense 
Singular Plural 
Rule: Subject + was + V1 + ing + Object Rule: Subject + were + V1 + ing + Object 
For example: She was going shopping 
Here, the subject is “She” + was 
 
It is followed by the first form of verb (V1) “go” + “ing” and then the object “shopping” 
 
For example: They were going shopping 
Here, the subject is “They” + were 
 
Followed by the first form of verb (V1) “go” + “ing” and then the object “shopping” 
 
Past Perfect  
Past Perfect Tense 
Rule: Subject + had + V3 + Object 
For example: Sumit had left the job 
Here the subject is “Sumit” + had 
 
Then “left”, which is the third form of verb (V3) “leave” is given followed by the object 
 
Past Perfect Continuous  
Past Perfect Continuous Tense 
Rule: Subject + had been + V1 + ing + Object 
For example: They had been preparing for their performance for two months 



Here the subject  is “They” + had been 
 
It is followed by “preparing”, which is the first form of verb (V1) of “prepare” and then the 
object 
 
To help you understand past tense and its form even better, given below are a few 
examples to simply the concept: 
 
I played football yesterday (Simple Past) 
I was playing football yesterday (Past Continuous for Singular) 
They were playing football yesterday (Past Continuous for Plural) 
They had played football yesterday (Past Perfect) 
They had been playing football the entire yesterday (Past Perfect Continuous) 
Given below are a few articles to clarify the confusion between various common but 
confusing words in the English Language. It is vital aspirants gain clarity on the basic 
concepts to ace this section, as they are very well aware that English is an important part of 
the syllabus of various competitive exams. 
 
Difference Between Affect and Effect Difference Between Center and Centre 
Difference Between Principal and Principle Difference Between Program and Programme 
More such concept-wise, subject-wise differences can be found on the 100 Difference 
between Articles page linked here. 
 
Future Tense 
The actions that are to take place in the future fall in the category of the future tense. We 
have discussed the subparts of the future tense in detail further below in the article, 
followed by the examples for the same. 
 
Simple Future 
Simple Future Tense 
Rule: Subject + will/shall + V1 + Object 
For Example: I will visit my Uncle tomorrow 
Here, the subject is “I” + will 
 
It is followed by the first form of verb (V1) “visit” and then the object 
 
Future Continuous  
Future Continuous Tense 
Rule: Subject + will be/shall be + V1 + ing + Object 
For Example: I shall be going to the market tomorrow 
In this example, the subject is “I” + shall be 
 
Following it is the first form of verb (V1) “go”+ing and then the object 
 
Future Perfect 
Future Perfect Tense 
Rule: Subject + will have/shall have + V3 + Object 



For Example: I shall have prepared the notes by tomorrow morning 
In this example, the subject is “I” + shall have 
 
It is followed by “prepared”, which is the third form of Verb (V3) “prepare” and then the 
object 
 
Future Perfect Continuous  
Future Perfect Continuous Tense 
Rule: Subject + will have been + V1 + ing + Object 
For Example: She will have been working here since 2015 
Here, the subject is “She” + will have been 
 
It is followed by the first form of verb “work”+ing and then the object 
 
Given below are a few examples that may help you clarify the future tense concept clearly: 
 
She will go to school tomorrow (Simple Future) 
She will be going to school tomorrow (Future Continuous) 
She will have gone to school tomorrow (Future Perfect) 
She will have been going to school tomorrow (Future Perfect Continuous) 
 
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER-3 
Essay 

 
An essay is generally a short piece of writing outlining the writer’s perspective or story. It is 
often considered synonymous with a story or a paper or an article. Essays can be formal as 
well as informal. Formal essays are generally academic in nature and tackle serious topics. 
We will be focusing on informal essays which are more personal and often have humorous 
elements. 
 
Browse more Topics under Writing 
Article 
Descriptive Essay 
Dialogue 
Diary Entry 
Formal Letters 
Informal Letters 
Letter Writing 
Non-Classified/Display Advertisements 
Notice 
Paragraph 
Story 
Story: Characters 
Story: Setting 
Summary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Types of Essays 
The type of essay will depend on what the writer wants to convey to his reader. There are 
broadly four types of essays. Let us see. 
 
Narrative Essays: This is when the writer is narrating an incident or story through the essay. 
So these are in the first person. The aim when writing narrative essays is to involve the 
reader in them as if they were right there when it was happening. So make them as vivid 
and real as possible. One way to make this possible is to follow the principle of ‘show, don’t 
tell’. So you must involve the reader in the story. 
Descriptive Essays: Here the writer will describe a place, an object, an event or maybe even 
a memory. But it is not just plainly describing things. The writer must paint a picture through 
his words. One clever way to do that is to evoke the senses of the reader. Do not only rely 
on sight but also involve the other senses of smell, touch, sound etc. A descriptive essay 
when done well will make the reader feel the emotions the writer was feeling at the 
moment. 
Expository Essays: In such an essay a writer presents a balanced study of a topic. To write 



such an essay, the writer must have real and extensive knowledge about the subject. There 
is no scope for the writer’s feelings or emotions in an expository essay. It is completely 
based on facts, statistics, examples etc. There are sub-types here like contrast essays, cause 
and effect essays etc. 
Persuasive Essays: Here the purpose of the essay is to get the reader to your side of the 
argument. A persuasive essay is not just a presentation of facts but an attempt to convince 
the reader of the writer’s point of view. Both sides of the argument have to presented in 
these essays. But the ultimate aim is to persuade the readers that the writer’s argument 
carries more weight. 
Learn more about Letter Writing here in detail. 
 
Format of an Essay 
Now there is no rigid format of an essay. It is a creative process so it should not be confined 
within boundaries. However, there is a basic structure that is generally followed while 
writing essays. So let us take a look at the general structure of an essay. 
 
Introduction 
This is the first paragraph of your essay. This is where the writer introduces his topic for the 
very first time. You can give a very brief synopsis of your essay in the introductory 
paragraph. Some paragraph writing skills can be a help here. Generally, it is not very long, 
about 4-6 lines. 
 
 
 
There is plenty of scopes to get creative in the introduction of essays. This will ensure that 
you hook the reader, i.e. draw and keep his attention. So to do so you can start with a quote 
or a proverb. Sometimes you can even start with a definition. Another interesting strategy 
to engage with your reader is to start with a question. 
 
Body 
This is the main crux of your essays. The body is the meat of your essay sandwiched 
between the introduction and the conclusion. So the most vital and important content of 
the essay will be here. This need not be confined to one paragraph. It can extend to two or 
more paragraphs according to the content. 
 
Usually, we have a lot of information to provide in the body. And the mistakes writers 
generally make is to go about it in a haphazard manner which leaves the reader confused. 
So it is important to organize your thoughts and content. Write the information in a 
systematic flow so that the reader can comprehend. So, for example, you were narrating an 
incident. The best manner to do this would be to go in a chronological order. 
 
Learn more about Story Writing here in detail. 
 
Conclusion 
This is the last paragraph of the essay. Sometimes a conclusion will just mirror the 
introductory paragraph but make sure the words and syntax are different. A conclusion is 
also a great place to sum up a story or an argument. You can round up your essay by 



providing some moral or wrapping up a story. Make sure you complete your essays with the 
conclusion, leave no hanging threads. 
 
Tips for Essay Writing 
Give your essays an interesting and appropriate title. It will help draw the attention of the 
reader and pique their curiosity 
Keep it between 300-500 words. This is the ideal length, you can take creative license to 
increase or decrease it 
Keep your language simple and crisp. Unnecessary complicated and difficult words break 
the flow of the sentence. 
Do not make grammar mistakes, use correct punctuation and spellings. If this is not done it 
will distract the reader from the content 
Before beginning the essay organize your thought and plot a rough draft. This way you can 
ensure the story will flow and not be an unorganized mess. 
Solved Question for You 
Q: What is a thesis statement of essays? 
 
Ans: The thesis statement is a clear, one-sentence explanation of your position that leaves 
no doubt in the readers’ mind about which side you are on from the beginning of your 
essay. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER-4 
 

Report 
 

Introduction to Report Writing 
 
Report Writing 

Before we get into Report writing, how about we first draw a clear distinction 
between essays and reports. These words are sometimes used interchangeably, but there is 
definitely a difference of purpose for both. Let’s see some differences between essays and 
reports: 
 
Essays Report Writing 
Presents information and opinions Presents facts and information specifically, no opinions 
Written for everyone in general Written for a specific audience, a report concerns itself 
to only a certain set of people related 
The structure is casually flowing in paragraphs The structure is very crisp and clean, 
using pointers and numbered headings and sub-headings 
Essays usually have room for expression of one’s opinions, need not be supported with 
graphical proofs Using tables, graphs, charts to prove a point is very common 
An essay has a logical flow of thoughts but no need of a summary A report often needs a 
quick summary addressing highlighting points 
Doesn’t have an appendices Often has appendices 
Both essay and report writing need formal writing, analytical thinking, solid reasoning 
behind every conclusion, careful reading and neat presentation, but a report-writing layout 
is very different from essay writing Crisp, often pre-designed layouts 
Essential Elements to Report Writing 
From the previous section, you must have gotten a tiny idea of what Reports are like. Let’s 
break it down further here extending from that point 
 
Reports are written with much analysis. The purpose of report writing is essential to inform 
the reader about a topic, minus one’s opinion on the topic. It’s simply a portrayal of facts, as 
it is. Even if one gives inferences, solid analysis, charts, tables and data is provided. Mostly it 
is specified by the person who’s asked for the report whether they’d like your take or not if 
that is the case.In many cases, what’s required is your suggestions for a specific case after a 
factual report. That depends on why are you writing the report and who you are writing it 
for in the first place. Knowing your audience’s motive for asking for that report is very 
important as it sets the course of the facts focused in your report. You will know what we 
mean in further chapters where we actually explain this with examples. 
Furthermore, 
write-up flows like – introduction, body, conclusion and summary. The layout is pretty crisp 
with a title page, numbered subheadings, clear bulleted points, recommendations, 
references, appendices, dates, and timings reported exactly sometimes, and so on. This 
format stays consistent throughout. 
All your facts and information presented in the report not only have to bias-free, but they 
also have to be a 100% correct. Proof-reading and fact-checking is always what you do as a 
thumb rule before submitting a report. 



Browse more Topics under Report Writing 
Kinds of Reports 
Steps in Report Writing 
Tips and Conventions with Sample Reports 
Parts of a Business Report 
So, broadly here’s what we have as sub-headings in a report for a business student in the 
given order: Executive summary, table of contents, introduction, body, conclusion, 
references, Appendices. 
 
Report 
Next page in the report must contain a title at the top (the same title that you put on the 
top of the previous page. This is the first page that should actually be numbered, and it 
should be page 2 (as the table of contents is not technically part of the report). 
 
This part introduces the reader to your report, sets the purpose in place and broadly plates 
out the content of your entire document. 
Throughout your report, keep breaking points and starting off a new logical thought with a 
numbered sub-heading 
A conclusive paragraph ties up all the information written before and leaves room for 
inferences if any 
The length of the body of the report will be determined by necessity to convey the analysis 
and conclusions, but should generally not exceed 10 pages. 
Tables and figures must all be labeled. 
References could be cited in footnotes, or in a separate “References” section, if they are 
many or if you prefer that format. 
Remember there’s a format that’s structure-wise similar but some of your sections are 
actually your preferences. For being on the safe side, it’s always better to be extra careful in 
your initial report writing days and eventually, your style will evolve from there. Stay tuned, 
we got a lot more fun report-writing to do. 
 
Solved Examples for You 
Question: Read the information and fill in the report blanks. 
 
Global Warming: 
– A threat 
– Caused ecological threat to many countries 
– We must check it 
– Otherwise, it will be too late. 
 
Global warming ________ [1] the world. It ________ [2] disturbances. There is a ________ 
[3] countries and islands. If we want to save our planet, we ________ [4]. We have to use 
methods to create ecological balance otherwise it ________ [5]. 
 
Solution 
Global warming is a threat to the world. It causes ecological disturbances. There is a serious 
threat to many countries and islands. If we want to save our planet, we should keep a check 
on it. We have to use methods to create ecological balance otherwise it will be too late. 



CHAPTER-5 
 
Notice 
Notices are a means of formal communication targetted at a particular person or a group of 
persons. It is like a news item informing such person or persons of some important event. 
This can be an invitation to a meeting, an announcement of any event, to issue certain 
instructions, make appeals etc. 
 
Browse more Topics under Writing 
Article 
Descriptive Essay 
Dialogue 
Diary Entry 
Essay 
Formal Letters 
Informal Letters 
Letter Writing 
Non-Classified/Display Advertisements 
Paragraph 
Story 
Story: Characters 
Story: Setting 
Summary 
It is generally written and then displayed at a public place, where it is accessible to all.  They 
can be pasted on notice boards. If it is meant for a wider audience it can even be published 
in a newspaper. The government when it issues notices must publish it in national and local 
papers. 
 
Image result for notice writing 
 
(A Sample of a Notice) 
 
Learn more about Formal Letters here in detail. 
 
Format 
Since notices are a formal document it should follow a structure or a format. Keep in mind 
there is no one correct rigid format. Different formats used by different 
people/organizations can show some variations. But it is ideal to follow a somewhat similar 
format for ease of understanding and uniformity. Let us look at the most used format of 
notices. 
 
Name of Issuing Organization/Authority: Right at the very top, you print the name of the 
person or company that is issuing the said notices. This will help the reader identify the 
notices as important or unimportant to him. 
Title: When writing notices we mention a title “NOTICE” at the top. This helps draw 
attention to the document. Notices are generally posted at a public place or published in 
newspapers. It is important that they do not get lost in a sea of information. So a bold title 



clearly mentioned helps draw the attention. 
Date: After the tile to the left-hand side we print the date on which the notices have been 
published. Since this is a formal document date is an important aspect of it since these 
documents stay on record. 
Heading: Then we move on to an appropriate heading to the notices. This heading should 
make abundantly clear the purpose of the notices. 
Body: After the heading, we write the brief and to the point body of the notice. The main 
content of the notice features in the body. 
Writer’s Name: At the end of the notices we write the name and designation of the notice-
writer. The notices have to also be signed by the same person to lend it authority and 
validity. 
Content 
Notices should cover some important points that are to be communicated to the readers. 
Let us summarize the five points that the content of the notice will cover, the five W’s 
 
What: What is the notice about? The notice should be clear about what is going to happen 
(event), or what has already happened (occasion). This is the crux of the message and 
should be written clearly. There should not be any ambiguity. 
Where: If the notice is about an event, then the location of such an event must be written 
clearly. The venue or the location are important details, so make sure to include this in the 
notice. 
When: This is the time and the date of the event or meeting. If possible the duration of the 
event should also be mentioned to people can schedule their time accordingly. 
Who: This will be who the notice is addressed to. Who all are suppose to adhere to the 
notice should be clearly mentioned to avoid confusion. 
Whom: And final detail should be whom to contact or get in touch with. This mentions who 
the appropriate authority is to contact. 
Learn more about Letter Writing here in detail. 
 
Tips to Remember regarding Notice Writing 
Be precise and to the point. The ideal length of notice is 50 words, so precise language is 
appreciated. 
It is a formal form of communication so the language used should be formal as well. No 
flowery text. 
Keep the sentences short and use simple words. Since notices are fairly brief it is best to 
keep it simple. 
Use passive voice as far as possible. 
Present your notices in a proper format in a box. The presentation should be neat and thus 
be appealing to the eye. 
Solved Example for You 
Q: On the occasion of Diwali your housing society has planned a feast for all its members. As 
the chairman of your society write a notice inviting all the members of the society to this 
gathering. Provide all the necessary details. 
 
 
Ans: 
 



Diwali Gathering 
 
On the auspicious occasion of Diwali, the Society has organized a gathering followed by 
dinner. All members of the society are requested to attend the event in the clubhouse of 
the society at 8:00 pm on the 30th of October. 
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